Operations Case Study
INDUSTRY:

DISTRIBUTION

RESULTS
ECS worked with the client to prioritize needed changes and establish processes – that
resulted in the company’s return to double-digit growth and profitability and the ability for
the client to move out of a “work out” situation.

BACKGROUND
A second-generation family-owned company – a distributor of parts for suppliers – was
losing money each year and suffering from decreasing revenues. The company also had
moved into a “work out” scenario, facing several bank restricted covenants and coordinating
with a bank-approved financial advisor.

OBJECTIVES
ECS was tasked to:
• Perform a Fresh Eyes diagnostic assessment to identify reasons for poor profitability and
revenue growth
• Reduce AR collections from 90+ days to 1-60 days
• Perform SKU rationalization and negotiations with suppliers and determine a way to drive
slow-moving SKUs out of inventory
• Build a plan that focused on the customer base that had not purchased in the last 30 days
• Ensure the company’s talent refocused on leadership and sales
• Develop a strategic plan with an implementation roadmap to move the organization forward

SOLUTIONS
ECS deployed a Fresh Eyes Assessment and, in collaboration with the client’s key
stakeholders, developed a plan that focused on five key pillars: (1) inventory reduction;
(2) accounts receivable collections; (3) organizational structure; (4) supplier discounts and
rebates; and (5) base business growth and retention. This focus had an underlying strategy
of cost-neutral, positive bottom-line impact.

“The skills of the ECS team brought us positively, quantifiable results
– from prioritizing discount and rebate opportunities, to eliminating
ineffective and redundant roles within the company, and everything else
in between.”
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Power your company’s
profitability and growth.
Are you challenged to find the right people, processes,
or technology to accomplish your goals?
Business leaders turn to ECS to guide them to the right
path for success.
Our seasoned functional experts work alongside your team to make lasting
and meaningful advancements that align with your goals. We focus on
empowering people to become part of the change that drives a business
to the next level of success.

Finance | Operations | Marketing | Sales
Customer Relationship Management
Human Resources | Recruiting
Across functional areas, key offerings include:
FRESH EYES
Our Fresh Eyes review uncovers the pain points within
an organization across all functional areas … and
exposes the underlying cause.
FRACTIONAL SUPPORT
Add experienced talent to key functional areas of
your organization - for any amount of time you
need.
CXO
Fulfill a crucial strategic role, such as CFO,
COO, or CEO for a defined period of time
with a top-notch expert.
Each client engagement is customized as we find
the unique path that will guide a client to business
transformation and accelerated growth.
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“We highly
recommend ECS
to anyone who
is serious about
making changes in
their company to take
them to the next level.”

